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FW: Third Circuit Appeal No.

please bring this matter to the attention to every single law enforcement and media organization you know (to include making
sure that Donald Trump publicly admit that he is aware of this scandal, because he is also trying to pretend he does not know
anything about it because it appears (and I hope that I am wrong), that he may be putting his desire for a second term above
the safety and security of the public. This is not a hoax. I am hoping this substantially crazy First Amendment ruling issued in
the litigation referenced above can be immediately discussed by the democratic public so that we can finally make an obvious
First Amendment decision to classify homosexuality as a religion (rather than a race) so that they no longer attempt to claim a
“First Amendment Right” to violate the First Amendment because they are “special.” If there is no First Amendment, there is
no America. There is a terrorism threat to the general public that demands we have this conversation in public so that the
public can make a democratic decision on how to fix it (because the litigation reference above destroys the credibility of the
entire judiciary if someone does not immediately act to restrain this illegal conspiracy to provoke terrorism which is now being
waged by the LGBT). The LGBT can only be defined as a religion (or a disorder) whose core belief is that the human body is a
“mistake” or otherwise “not real.” The LGBT do not have a First Amendment right to force their religion upon others (and
especially NOT the Muslims who have nothing to do with the Church sex-abuse scandal) because they have not yet presented
evidence confirming a specific DNA pattern that 100% predicts departure from pure heterosexuality in the human species (just
like we have found DNA patterns for other biological traits). Until this so-called “biological proof” is presented, the judiciary
can only classify the LGBT as a religion. You cannot create a category of discrimination based upon “gender identity” or “sexual
orientation” because these are religious ideologies and terms that only exist in the LGBT religion and nowhere else (and thus
just by creating these categories, the government is showing preference for the LGBT religion over all other religions). Thus it
is abundantly clear that LGBT are already covered under the banner of prohibition against religious discrimination (according
to how religions are allowed to express their First Amendment beliefs, just like all the other religions). Unfortunately the LGBT
have chosen to create a religion that is based entirely on sexual themes, and so the LGBT banned their own religion as “age
inappropriate” for anyone to learn about prior to 21 years of age without parental permission. There is unfortunately no way
around that because the LGBT chose to have a purely sexual religion. Even though sexuality is discussed in the J udaic, Christian
and Islamic religions, it is not the complete focus of their religions as it is a focus for the LGBT religion, and so there is no way
to talk about the LGBT religion while segmenting the sexual portions out of it when having a conversation about it in front of
children. The problem is that once you segment out the sexual portions, what is left of the LGBT religion to discuss? Nothing,
because the entire religion is about making sexual gratification the most important thing in the world, and the only thing that
deserves to be worshiped. Thus the LGBT are already protected from discrimination because religious discrimination is
generally prohibited, unless your religion requires you to teach “alternative sex” to children (which is a crime as you cannot
teach children about “alternative sex” without permission from the parents).
We need to have this discussion in public for the sake of all Americans who fear g-d, because the LGBT are claiming that they
have a right to issue threats of violence, fighting words, defamation against Muslims, and then they hide their provocations
and pretend that the planes are flying into buildings because the Islamic religion is just as “false” as the Jewish and Christian
religions (when none of the Abrahamic religions are “false”).
“He’s making a list, and checking it twice, he’s gonna find out, whose naughty or nice….”
Merry Christmas and happy holidays
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